As manuscripts come to The Journal of School Nursing (JOSN), I read initial submissions to determine the fit with the aims and scope. If the manuscripts are appropriate, I then search for three reviewers with research expertise in the content area, methodological area, and clinical area. Reviewers make two essential contributions to scientific scholarship because they act as gatekeepers and consultants (American Psychological Association, 2016) . As gatekeepers, the review is aimed toward the editor. Reviewers bring their expertise to the review and report their opinion about the quality of the manuscript and the research that is being reported. Subsequently, reviewers recommend acceptance, revision, or rejection of the manuscripts. The reviewers' recommendations are influential in the editorial decision to accept, revise, or reject.
The consulting role is aimed to authors and requires reviewers to prepare cogent, written assessments that critique the manuscript itself and the research/scholarship being reported. As consultants, peer reviewers advise authors about the clarity of the purpose statement and identify the significance of the manuscript in school health services and school nursing. Reviewers evaluate the comprehensiveness of background evidence supporting the study and the methods including the design, sampling strategy, measurement, and analysis. They also evaluate the presentation and discussion of results and provide feedback to help authors interpret findings in the context of previous research. Without translation of the study methods and findings for practice, scientifically sound studies may not be a good fit for The JOSN.
An important question reviewers often pose is: What are competing explanations for the findings? In school nursing, authors often strive to identify the unique contribution of nursing services to educational outcomes like graduation rates. Reviewers can direct authors to relevant research that is guided by theoretical frameworks that take into account multiple influences on outcomes and yield broader explanations. Ecologic frameworks include background variables that are systematic, environmental, social, biologic, and/or familial (Fielding & Breslow, 2010) , and reviewers often explain how frameworks can be operationalized. The narrative critique provided to authors offers direction for a robust manuscript.
As reviewers, many scientists embrace the consultant role and write expansive reviews for authors to enhance publications (Broome, 2015) . Such reviews challenge authors to consider the organization of the manuscript, clarity in the narrative, and the full range of interpretations of their findings. Expertise in writing reviews comes from reviewers' authorship experience, specifically from the reviews they receive as authors. Expertise also comes from comparing one's review with the others provided to authors. There are guides for reviewers such as the one that Sage Publication has developed. New reviewers for The JOSN are provided the link to the Sage site and revisiting the link can refresh reviewers' approach in writing the critique (http://www. sagepub.com/journalgateway/reviewerGateway.htm).
Modern manuscript management systems offer editors listings of appropriate reviewers based on key words that reviewers select. As reviewer interests change and expertise grows, it is helpful if reviewers keep their profiles current. The JOSN reviewers can manage their profiles and keep them up-to-date by logging into the reviewer site at http:// mc.manuscriptcentral.com/josn. Because there are so many journals available to authors, competent reviewers are in high demand. Authors submitting to The JOSN are lucky to have outstanding talent for manuscript reviews. My hope is that reviewers continue to accept the invitation to review.
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